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How to make a video to share with us 
Writers Contest winners 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Video tips for testimonials and interviews with Arkansas PBS 
 

As we continue working remotely we thought it would be helpful to give some tips to getting 
good audio and video when recording at your home.  
  

1. Decide what your best camera is. For most people this will be their smartphone. If you 
have a newer smart phone chances are your video camera works great. Usually your 
non-selfie camera will be the most high resolution and give the most detail, but if you 
can only shoot with your rear facing camera that should be okay, but make sure you do 
a 10-second test to record and play back to look for any issues like camera noise or 
stuttering in the video.  Also be sure to shoot your video horizontal or landscape instead 
of vertical. This gives us a better fit for our television display.  
 

2. Find a good location to shoot your interview. Look for a large window with soft curtains 
to give you good lighting or you can use a large overhead lamp that isn’t too bright. 
Think about where it would look good to take a photo. You want nice, even lighting 
without harsh shadows or super bright highlights on your face. Hold up your camera or 
phone and spin around until the lighting looks pleasing and not grainy or difficult to see 
yourself. 
 

3. Make sure you have a nice background behind you. Nothing too busy or distracting but 
not just a plain white wall. Think of how you might take a portrait or family photo. 
Maybe an out of focus painting or bookshelf, or a nice feature in your home that doesn’t 
overwhelm the frame, remember you or whoever is talking is the focus and should be 
the first thing your eye sees but you want the background to compliment you. 
 

4. Get good audio. If you do not have a microphone, microphone on your camera/phone 
should work as long as you are close enough to it (approximately 1-3 feet away is 
optimal). Pay attention to loud noises that could interrupt your recording like pets, 
children in the other room, cars, and wind if you are outside. A low-quality image is 
okay, but if we cannot hear you say your important words then the video is 
unusable. Record yourself saying things for a couple seconds and test that you can hear 
it at a normal volume level. Put some headphones in to make sure there isn’t 
any noticeable background noise.   
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5. Record a quick intro giving us your name and where you are from.  
 

INTRODUCE YOURSELF: 
Suggestion: Hi. My name is _____________ (FIRST NAME) and I live in ___________ 
(CITY, ARKANSAS). This is my story. 

 
READ your story! 

 
When you are done reading your story, look up and say: 
Thank you for listening to my story! 

  
6. Try to frame the camera from chest up so we can get a good look at your face unless 

you have a reason to show your full body or your story calls for visual aids or a group 
shot. 
 

7. Make sure to smile while you are speaking if your message is upbeat and positive. 
People connect to people when they are feeling the warmth of the speaker. If your story 
is sad or difficult make sure your expressions match and take a more serious or 
emotional tone when talking to camera. Think of the camera as one of your best 
friends you are relating a fond memory or interesting story too. 
 

8. Get comfortable. Talking to the camera isn’t easy for everybody, so don’t put so much 
pressure on yourself. Relax your shoulders, take a deep breath, and do your best. We 
can always edit these pieces to make you look and sound great, but your passion and 
personality come out best when you aren’t stressed, so take your time and don’t over 
think it. It’s just talking - and if it doesn’t come naturally you can practice until you think 
you’ve got it and we can always give you more tips or coaching over the phone if you 
need it. 
 

9. Submitting your videos can be done after you find the best take or recording of the best 
quality and submitted. Sometimes submitting from a phone can be difficult and take a 
lot longer, we recommend if you are having trouble sending from your phone to 
download to your computer through a linking cable and uploading from a computer.   

 
Videos can be shared with us in many different ways: 

• wetransfer.com (doesn't require login) 

• Google Drive 

• Dropbox 

• One Drive 
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Next, email us when your video has been uploaded so we know where to find it: 
feedback@myarkansaspbs.org. Include your social media handles in the email so we can 
tag you when we post it! 

10. We would love any additional images or videos that might help us tell this story. This 
could be family photos, links to Youtube videos you have uploaded and give us 
permission to use or photo scans you can email to us. Listen back to your video when 
you are done and see if there are any resources you have that would help us tell that 
story. This could be artwork, family scrapbooks or even a candid video of your family 
smiling and watching television together.   

  
EXAMPLES:  
This is what happens when our backlight is too bright, try turning your face to the light and see 
if that helps by rotating around or if you can adjust your brightness setting and lock it so the 
light doesn’t change.  

  
  
Also make sure your camera angle is straight on so your face doesn’t look squished or 
awkward.  

mailto:feedback@myarkansaspbs.org
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Try to have your lighting be even and soft instead of using side lighting or harsh lighting. Move 
around to different spots in your house and take photos of yourself to see the difference in 
your lighting choices. Notice how half of the man’s face is too dark to see in the photo?   

  
Just a reminder to shoot your video in landscape mode and not portrait mode or horizontal vs 
vertical. This will fit better with our format to fill the entire screen. 
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